
1 Background
The NLS map collection is numbered amongst the largest

ten map collections in the world by volume, with

approximately two million cartographic items, spanning

over six centuries, and covering all parts of the world.

Making this collection available online has been a long-

term aim, but as a huge project, it has been necessary to

prioritize the core collections: historic maps of Scotland,

and maps published in Britain received by legal deposit.

Initial efforts focused on specific small collections, such as

the Pont manuscript maps of Scotland (2001), the Blaeu

Atlas of Scotland (2004), and the Roy Military Survey

(2007). As digitization has moved on to include growing

volumes of series mapping, particularly by Ordnance

Survey, much more attention has had to be spent on

georeferencing, and integrating bespoke websites together,

trying to develop a number of easy and standard access

methods for all content. Fortunately, international

developments in open-source web-mapping technologies

in the last five years have greatly assisted this process and

fostered collaboration at many levels.

As of October 2014, the Map Images website has

91,000 online maps, slightly less than five per cent of the

paper collections, but growing all the time. In recent years,

progress in digitization has only been possible with

external funding that has tended to prioritize England and

Wales over Scotland, but this has also resulted in a sharp

rise in usage. At present the following typical monthly

usage of the NLS maps website (August, 2014) can be

summarized as:

• 61,000 users per month

• 100,000 sessions per month

• 590,000 page views per month

• 145 orders for images/printouts – c.£5,000 net

revenue per month

Although there are caveats to all figures such as this, and

they ignore important usage by web map services

discussed below, two points can be made about this

volume. The first is the huge quantity and international

reach compared to real physical readers in the Maps

Reading Room, who rarely number more than 100 users

per month, and are primarily from Scotland. The second

point is that this digital usage is currently 40 per cent

greater than the whole NLS website and nearly double the

volume of all the other digital image collections in NLS. In

the online world, maps are hugely popular, and although

there has been a traditional perception of maps as

something of a specialist fringe within mainstream library

collections, they now have a leading role in terms of online

viewers and demand.

Figure 1 presents a basic architecture of the website

and our attempts to keep abreast of technology and

expectations. One of the central principles has been to try

to capture appropriate quality images and metadata at the

outset at the base of the diagram, which forms the

Library’s long-term digital resource. From this metadata,

shapefiles of bounding boxes (recording map extents) and

descriptive metadata for web presentation are generated,

as well as smaller derivative images and georeferenced

images from the TIFF (Tagged Image File Format)

masters. This derivative content is in turn delivered

through a number of bespoke viewers and web services

which the users see, which are described in more detail

below. Given the pace of technological change and user

expectation, the top-level viewers may need to change
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relatively fast, but the underlying metadata and derivative

images should endure for longer, and if captured correctly,

the master images and core metadata should not need

replacing. 

Another important principle of the website has been

to try to allow for the breadth of map users by allowing

multiple methods of accessing and viewing the maps. It

has always been possible to access maps by browsable lists

in multiple orders as well as by keyword, whilst the

georeferenced access methods using Find by Place /
Explore Georeferenced Maps add to these textual methods.

Similarly, although we are keen to georeference certain

maps, involving cropping and seaming series maps, we are

always keen make available the same map images too in

an ungeoreferenced form, with the marginalia. Catering

for the diversity of Internet users is a constant challenge,

and another attempt to do this is through collaboration and

web services, where others have created interfaces and

functionality for a particular audience.

Clear ordering and arrangement of content is a key

aspiration, and appropriate, accurate, metadata allow the

same information to be presented and re-presented in a

number of forms online. Although the metadata are held in

a database (currently NLS uses Microsoft’s SQLServer)

the metadata are also presented as static HTML

(HyperText Markup Language) pages, so Google and other

search engines can better retrieve the content. By holding

good metadata, every map can therefore be accessed not

only by its geographic/spatial location, but also by the

textual form of a geographic name relating to it, by the

name of the map-maker or publisher, by sheet name, and

by series/group name (where relevant). The metadata also

record hierarchies and parent groupings, allowing a clearer

presentation of structure (i.e. Series Maps > Ordnance
Survey > Ordnance Survey six-inch 2nd and later editions
> Banffshire Sheet I.SE), which has become a more

important consideration as the site has grown. The unique

image ID/filenumber for each image connects the

metadata to the image and all its derivatives, and has also

become more important for standardizing and simplifying

all URLs into an http://maps.nls.uk/view/[image_ID]
format. With the addition of an e-commerce module in

2012, the image ID is also essential for organizing internal

orders for photocopies, printouts, and images, where all

orders use the same image filenumbers.

2 Find by Place Viewer and Bounding
Boxes
The Find by Place viewer, developed in 2011, allows all

the maps on the website to be accessed through a map-

based interface. The interface is built upon OpenLayers,

with bounding boxes showing map extents held in

GeoServer (for further information, see Fleet and Pridal,

2012a). Both are open-source software programs, allowing

good flexibility for using different background map layers

(e.g. Google, Bing, OpenStreetMap, Ordnance Survey),

using different gazetteers for searching (Google Geocoder,

British National Grid Reference, and a County/Parish

drop-down list), and different display options for the

bounding boxes. The shapefile data for each map series

can be presented in a number of distinctive styles for

colour, thickness and fill, and the accompanying

Figure 1 The NLS Map Images Website Architecture
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GeoWebCache module is able to cache each shapefile

layer into a set of default zoom levels for rapid display

online. When the user clicks anywhere on the map, a Web

Feature Service request retrieves basic metadata and a

URL (Uniform Resource Locator) for a small derivative

image to appear in a right-hand results column (Figure 2).

During 2012, work focused on creating bounding

boxes for all NLS online maps, particularly helped by Ed

Fielden’s Coordinate Converter with boundaries for

Ordnance Survey maps. We also used pre-existing

shapefiles of counties, parishes, and burghs for

automatically assigning county, town and estate maps to

these areas. The bounding boxes have also been essential

for allowing access to these maps through two other

portals, ScotlandsPlaces and OldMapsOnline (Fleet,

2011). These have both become important sources of

referrals, and as well as providing different search

interfaces, they provide access to NLS maps within a

broader context of mapping from other institutions.

3 The Explore Georeferenced Maps Viewer
The Explore Georeferenced Maps viewer (Figure 3) was

developed in 2011 as a companion viewer to Find by
Place, with a deliberately similar search interface and

functionality. 

The interface is built upon OpenLayers again, using

JQuery for altering the transparency of the overlay, and

MapTiler for generating all the georeferenced historic map

mosaics. There are now over 600 georeferenced layers in

the viewer, some of these also being large layers made up

of over 10,000 individual map sheets. Although the total

volume of imagery on the web server is about three

terabytes, by using MapTiler to process each of layers into

a set of zoom levels and tiles based on the Google

Spherical Mercator web-projection (EPSG:900913), the

imagery can be viewed very quickly. In 2013, we added a

related Side by Side viewer (Figure 4) allowing two

georeferenced maps to be compared directly on screen, or

an historic map to be compared to present-day satellite

imagery through a dual-map presentation. 

Whilst primarily intended for viewing change over

time, it also allows different scales, symbols, and features

on maps to be explored, and is interesting too for

comparing different scales of mapping to investigate the

generalization of features. For an exhibition in 2012, NLS

also developed a bespoke side by side viewer for

investigating the changing colour palette used by

Bartholomew over time for their half-inch mapping in the

Cairngorms (Figure 5).

Compared to proprietary web-mapping software,

OpenLayers allows considerable flexibility in its use, a

constantly developing application with active

development, and the opportunities to share code and

functions. That said, to take full advantage of these things

requires good expertise with Javascript. It has taken until

late 2014 to work out a method of simplifying the

lengthening URLs with the default OpenLayers Permalink

layers=statement into a simple layer=[id] form, and a way

of switching between the Find, Explore and Side by Side
viewers automatically, keeping the same zoom, lat/lon,

and layer visible. The latest version of OpenLayers

(version 3) allows some advantages over version 2.13 that

we use now, such as an easier print-screen operation, but

will involve a substantial rewrite of the underlying code.

Figure 2 The NLS Find by Place viewer, illustrating a search for OS six-inch maps at Kingston upon Hull
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Figure 3 The NLS Explore Georeferenced Maps viewer, illustrating an OS Town Plan for Alloa (1861–2) overlaid on a 

Google Hybrid backdrop

Figure 4 The NLS Side by Side viewer, illustrating an 1804 map of Edinburgh by John Ainslie, compared with a 

Google Hybrid layer
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4 Georeferenced Maps and Web Services
As for the Find by Place viewer and bounding boxes, once

maps are georeferenced there are a number of new

additional ways that they can also be made available.

Many of these are based on web services, particularly the

OSGeo Tile Map Service and OGC (Open Geospatial

Consortium) Web Map Tile Service. These have the

advantages not just of extending access to historical

mapping through other websites, but also the ability to

combine it with other information, inside other interfaces,

for new audiences. These are grouped below into four

main categories:

Figure 6 The John Gray Centre map viewer, bringing in base OSGeo Tile Map Services from NLS with an overlay of

Historic Environment features 

Figure 5 The Bartholomew Layer Colour Explorer, allowing different dates of half-inch mapping with different colours 

to be compared
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• Historical Maps API 
Launched in 2010, this allows a set of historical maps from

1:1 million to 1:63,360 scales for Great Britain, dating

from the 1920s–1940s to be embedded as a georeferenced

layer inside other web mashups using a simple few lines of

Javascript (see Fleet and Pridal, 2012b for further details).

In over four-and-a-half years to August 2014, it has seen

3.2 million user sessions and 5.7 million page views, and is

used in a very wide range of websites. These include those

devoted to outdoor recreation (such as walking, cycling,

climbing, or canoeing), archaeology (the Portable

Antiquities Scheme is a major user, as well as many local

archaeological societies), family history, local history,

railway history, photography, teaching, and archives. A

number of free and commercial mobile applications have

used the API. The success of the initial idea has

encouraged the further georeferencing of other historic

map layers in the last few years with active plans to release

these through the TileServer hosting platform, using an

MBTiles file (which MapTiler can generate instead of a

tileset).

• Viewers Accessing NLS OSGeo Tilesets
A number of other websites have used the NLS OSGeo

tilesets directly with permission, using similar Javascript

to the Explore Georeferenced Maps viewer. Orangeleaf

have developed an interface, well illustrated by the John

Gray Centre in Haddington, which allows NLS historic

maps to be dynamically incorporated as background layers

in a viewer displaying other spatial information including

the Historic Environment Record layer from the Council

(Figure 6). 

The Gazetteer for Scotland website has used a

standard Google Maps API for years to accompany its

descriptive information about places in Scotland, but in

2013, was able to add an option to display all the NLS

historical map layers as background layers too,

dynamically displaying them direct as overlays from the

NLS tilesets. A third example, developed in 2012, is the

Scotways/Scottish Rights of Way Society’s Heritage Paths

search interface. This uses a choice of different NLS

historic maps as background layers to view and select

heritage paths (rights of way with an historical association

such as droving, pilgrimage, mining, smuggling, and so

on), with the paths layer presented as a shapefile and

retrieved using a Web Feature Service query (Figure 7).

• OpenStreetMap (OSM)
Although most OSM features are traced from present-day

information such as GPS (Global Positioning System)

traces and Bing satellite imagery, historic maps have

always played a useful supporting role, especially for

historic features, and where satellite imagery is poor, or

perhaps where other features such as trees obscure the key

feature being traced. NLS has a long and happy association

with the OSM community, allowing the NLS OSGeo

tilesets to be directly incorporated in their Potlatch 2 editor

and used for tracing. In 2012, a collaborative project with

an Irish OSM enthusiast allowed NLS Bartholomew and

War Office 1940s layers to be georeferenced with NLS and

OSM sharing the results. From 2013, there has also been

active discussion of an Open Historical Map resource,

tracing historic features from historic maps, an exciting

means of vectorizing the contents of historical maps.

During 2014, the MESH (Mapping Edinburgh’s Social

History) atlas project developed a successful means of

doing this using a contemporary OSM map to work back

in time, altering and taking away detail as necessary by

overlaying the OSM features onto historical maps from

NLS to create new historical vector layers.

• Google Maps Engine/Gallery
In early 2014, the Google Maps Gallery was launched,

allowing institutions to upload georeferenced information,

including historic maps, and to make them available

through Google’s web servers (Figure 8). This not only

allows for better searchability, but is also a very robust and

scalable way of making available georeferenced mapping

within other applications, including Google Earth. In late

2014, a default Web Map Service was introduced for

Google Maps Gallery content, allowing a very fast and

stable web service to be delivered too. NLS is currently

allowing HistoryPin to use an NLS historic Ordnance

Survey 1:1,056 layer of London in the 1890s from Google

Maps Engine, and we hope to extend this in the future. 

Although web services allow georeferenced maps to

be easily shared, and for any updates or corrections to the

layer made available for all users, it is also equally

possible to supply georeferenced maps to users for specific

purposes, or if there is a preference for hosting the

mapping on another server. The EDINA Digimap for

Figure 7 The Scotways Heritage Paths Map Search

interface, showing an OS Popular Edition base map from

NLS with selectable historic paths as an overlay
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Schools application (Figure 9) is an example of the latter,

and in early 2014, a layer of historic 1900s OS one-inch to

the mile maps was added to their standard modern OS

(Ordnance Survey) map application. EDINA already have

put considerable work into designing an appropriate

viewer for schools use and promoting it within classrooms,

and so this collaboration was an easy and effective way for

NLS to promote historic maps for schools.

5 Impact and User Communities
What is the impact of all this, and who are the main user

communities? Of course, simply making maps available

over the web allows them to reach a new, vast and growing

audience. Whilst 80 per cent of users are currently from

the United Kingdom, the geographic spread beyond is

global, especially with the Scottish diaspora from Canada,

the US, Australia and New Zealand interested in tracing

family history. Interaction with users is often very

satisfying, as they are usually very grateful and

appreciative of the map website resources, sharing their

pleasure at discovering something and often keen to offer

constructive feedback and support future work. Our

knowledge of specific users is partly gleaned from

enquiries and partly from the use of web services and the

API in other websites. Genealogy and local history would

probably make up the largest private user communities,

but there has always been an important business

community interested in contaminated land,

environmental risk, property disputes, forestry,

archaeology, landscape architecture, planning, commercial

genealogy, and property development. We know too that

there is a large institutional community who use

georeferenced maps, including heritage and environmental

bodies, local and central government, and utility and

energy suppliers. The continuing growth of specialist

societies and recreational interest groups, including

community HLF projects with web-based fora and very

web-literate members, is having a significant impact. For

example, just in the last year, referrals from three railway

modelling sites have resulted in over 3,200 visits

(rmweb.co.uk [2,073], Singletrackworld.com [819], and

forums.uktrainsim.com [406]), and we know that both

metal detecting and historic airfields websites/fora are

very significant users of the API.

Whilst many of these users may simply be viewing

material, a significant minority are doing much more

creative things with the maps, using them in a range of

print and digital media, for design work and merchandise,

as posters and wallpaper, and for artistic works for

recreational, therapeutic and commercial purposes.

Georeferencing in particular allows maps to be easily

combined with other spatial information, overlaid with

other content or draped over a landscape and visualized in

3D. Here the possibilities continue to grow, and why web

services are so important. NLS lacks the creativity and

resources to actively develop the range of diverse potential

applications that are possible with historic maps, but by

making them available in an easy-to-use and standard

Figure 8 Georeferenced historical maps inside Google Maps Gallery
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format, they can hopefully foster original works and

creative applications by others. As more content is

vectorized too, including historic boundaries, and historic

addresses, there are growing possibilities for developing

powerful tools for visualizing data and developing original

new maps.

6 Future
It does not take much crystal-ball gazing to anticipate that

the future will involve substantially more online maps,

with more scanning and georeferencing already planned.

At present we are actively working on creating a large-

scale National Grid georeferenced layer for Great Britain

in the 1940s–1960s period. We also hope that it will

involve more collaborative sharing of open-source code,

so that functionality and applications can benefit from

each other. We also expect that the quantity of

georeferenced mapping that we can make available as web

services will grow as a proportion of our online offering,

so encouraging more shared/collaborative applications

where the NLS historic map layer is a component of a

larger application. Finally, we also hope that there will be

greater opportunities to vectorize content, by automatic

and semi-automatic feature recognition, as well as by

crowdsourcing.

Websites
Bartholomew Layer Colour Explorer

http://geo.nls.uk/maps/bartholomew/layers/ 
Coordinate Converter (Ed Fielden)

http://www.fieldenmaps.info/cconv/ 
Digimap for Schools

http://digimapforschools.edina.ac.uk/ 
Google Maps Gallery – NLS mosaics

https://maps.google.com/gallery/publisher?pub=
National+Library+of+Scotland&hl=en 

MapTiler http://www.maptiler.org/ /
http://www.maptiler.com/ 

John Gray Centre Map Viewer
http://www.johngraycentre.org/map/ 

MESH (Mapping Edinburgh’s Social History)
http://www.mesh.ed.ac.uk/ 

NLS Historical Maps API http://maps.nls.uk/projects/api/ 
NLS Map Images Website http://maps.nls.uk 
OldMapsOnline http://www.oldmapsonline.org/ 
OpenStreetMap NLS Layers http://wiki.openstreetmap.org/

wiki/National_Library_of_Scotland 
ScotlandsPlaces http://www.scotlandsplaces.gov.uk/ 
Scotways Heritage Paths Map Search

http://www.heritagepaths.co.uk/mapsearch.php 
Tile Map Service (OSGeo) http://wiki.osgeo.org/wiki/

Tile_Map_Service_Specification 
Tileserver https://tileserver.com/ 
Web Map Tile Service (OGC)

http://www.opengeospatial.org/standards/wmts 

Figure 9 EDINA’s Digimap for Schools application showing a layer of NLS historic OS mapping from a century ago
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